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Sleepless night
By- Dr. Nunglekpam Premi Devi
Independent Scholar

I can’t sleep! I can’t sleep!
Let me sleep this night! Let my eyes close!
Let my reasoning stop working! Eyes closed, still
I lay flat carefully; head above held high,
I route through regions, scenes, sites, spots and situations;
I can’t sleep; I’m drowsy, this night
Making me restless; still breathing active
‘M responding, ‘m reclining; eyes closed still
‘M depositing, ‘m stowing;
Oh! Heaven, what a judgmental?
What shrewdness? What a brainpower?
Making me restless, making me perceives all I have!
My individuality, my interpretation! My sensibility world;
Penetrating through reasoning!
Its half past 12 in the morning.
I can’t sleep! I can’t sleep!
Let me sleep this night! Let my eyes close!
Let my reasoning stop working! Eyes closed, still
I tried, tried and tried closing those; still ‘m breathing
I roll, roll and roll over; not comfortably
Sweeping and sweeping those pillows, incredibly!
Thumping and positioning extremely; overt
Constructing and encouraging my bodily posture;
Still! Can’t sleep, too restless my reasoning;
Oh! What a night, its half past 1 in the morning;
‘M still breathing active; ‘m dramatizing
‘M forcing hardly and ‘m measuring every amount;
Stressing and pulling; emphasizing over
Let me sleep! All I bray
Take me to sleep! All I breather
I can’t sleep! I can’t sleep!
Let me sleep this night! Let my eyes close!
Let my reasoning stop working! Eyes closed, still
I speak of suspension; I murmur of cessation;
Oh! Great night, how young and innocent!
Making my body soothes to lull confidently;
Still lying uneasy; waking me up now and then,
Thinking over and overt; noticeably
Too weary, too drowsy and too low;
Still! Can’t sleep, too restless my reasoning;
Oh! What a night, its half past 3 in the morning;
‘M worried, ‘m disturbed, still I walk through my reasoning;
Oh! What a fretful night, so miserable
So helpless! All shrews up
My understanding, my perseverance, making me weak;
I judge no more; all I bray,
Let me sleep! Take me to sleep!
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By: Sanjoo Thangjam
It will be very unanticipated if I say
that Buddhism is still a very well
developed religion in Manipur and
I, therefore, do not agree with Prof.
M.S. Ningombam’s article on “Buddhism in Manipur”, stating
that “Curiously Buddhism did not
flourish in Manipur; perhaps
Hinduism of the later period had
absorbed it, as the political climate
was not favourable and Buddhism
in Manipur has never been well
developed in spite of its
geographical proximity with
Myanmar”.
Buddhism got access to Myanmar
via sea en route from Sri Lanka so,
yet again, I do not see eye to eye
when Prof. M.S. Ningombam further
marked that Buddhism spread to
Myanmar passing through
Manipur by successive waves of
Buddhists from mainland India.
Buddhism is still a very well
developed religion in Manipur as
the number of places in the valley
where worshipping of the Buddha
is clearly seen in Inggawrok
Mahaadeba (Shiva), Thongngaam
Mondum, Kwaarok Mahaadeba,
etc... consciously or inadvertently
by the worshippers which thereby
couched by modern historians as
statues of BODHISATVAS.
As per my Venerable Master Prof.
Yumnam Mohindro Singh’s
proclamation , the Meiteis inherited
a large number of old manuscripts
written in archaic Meitei alphabets
in connection with the existence of
worshipping the Buddha which are
tranquil in the safekeeping of the
Manipur State Academy and State
Archives, an autonomous body of
the State and Government agencies
respectively apart from concealed
individual curators so far as the
number of manuscripts are
concerned. Moreover, there are also
numerous bare bones of Buddhism
found widely in the hills and valley
of Manipur long before the advent
of Hinduism.
The marble statues of the Buddha
collected from different places of
Manipur which are well preserved
in the State Museum, Imphal and
the drawings found in the Subikaa,
a book on astrology in archaic
Meitei language contained
Buddhist elements too.
Moreover, Gangmumei Kamei in his
history of Manipur stated that- “In
Manipur Bodhisattvas are
worshipped as Shivas “; and as a
testimony to statement, it is well
documented in a well-known novel
called “PAANTHOYBI KHONGGUL”
and also in “PAANTHOYBI
NAAHEROL” written in archaic
Meitei language.
The myth, “ after walking all the way
round “ of the throne of Shiva by
his off-spring, Ganesh and Kartika
has also been adeptly introduced
in Manipur in disguise of Sanamahi
and Pakhangba, appearing to have
nipped the growth of Buddhism in
the bud.
So, the system of the religion called
the THIRD KIND OF BUDDHISM is
considered as THE S ANAMAHI
L AINING (li-religion of the
Sanamahi) and have been
ubiquitous in Manipur prior to the
advent of the Hinduism in the State
which dealt with the chief god and
other gods of the Sanamahi Laining
and they are:
LAITHAK,L EIKHAROL,PUDIN,IYENG
P U WA R I ,L E I S E M L O N ,S A N A M A H I
L A I H U I , S A N A M A H I
N A O Y O M , S A N A M A H I
FANGKHOM,SANAMAHI KHONGOON,
S ANAMAHI T HIREL , P AKHANGBA

NAOYOM AND NONGSABA LEIHUI.
After critical analysis of the above
mentioned manuscripts which are
still taken care of as “Holy Books”,
it is revealed by some devotees of
the Sanamahi Laining that
ATINGKOK, SANAMAHI PAKHANGBA
and NONGSABA are the same gods
which eventually comes to connote
that there is existence of only one
God
Because according to “LEISEMLON”,
ATINGKOK which literally means
“THE SKY” where ATING represents
STRAIGHT and KOK as CLEAR ,
and thereby concluded that “THE
SANAMAHI”, is the only son of
the ATINGKOK whose name was
specified by A SIBA /A WANG
PHATLOU LEIMAKHOMBA with the
literal meaning of SANA in Manipuri
as “GOLD” and MAHI as “LIQUID”
which eventually signify the
fundamental power.
The Royal Tree also known as the
Golden Banyan Tree or the SANA
KHONGNAANG in Manipuri could
convincingly represent the tree
under which Prince Siddhartha
attained his enlightenment. This
Golden Tree or SANA KHONGNAANG
is considered sacred to the ancient
meiteis as they bowed down to it
before they start any journey as a
result this could also mean that there
is some strong bond that ties
together with the worshipping of
the Buddha.
The royal fruit or THE SANAMAHAY
in Manipuri has always been
obscure to the quintessence of the
teachings of the Buddha. Over the
time, the connotative meaning of it
could have been disappeared into
thin air owing to the impact of
Shaivism though. Therefore,
conceivably the term SANAMAHI
could have been derived from
SANAMAHAY.
Saikyamuni, for the Buddha in
China, is known as Kawtumuni
(Gautam Muni) in Manipur. It is a
term familiar to the common people
of Manipur before the advent of
Hinduism (C. 17th century)
And as per the record maintained,
the circumstances how Sanamahi
was given the name to Asiba are
narrated in the manuscripts of
S ANAMAHI
L AIKAN
and
PAKHANGBA to the second son
of ATING KOK or MARU where the
literal meaning of “PA” is FATHER
and “KHANGBA” to KNOW which

means, the one who knows his
father?
After examining the various
activities of these gods, a big
question that arises is to which
system of philosophy this religion
belongs to, considering the fact that
Manipur lies in the Indian subcontinent of the Asian Continent
where the study of the two most
ancient civilizations i.e., China and
India is called for.
The Indian Civilization contains the
complete aspects of the Sanamahi
Laining though the early civilization
of China does not have any aspects
of it nonetheless there were a few at
the later part. So coming back with
reference to the existence of
Buddhism in Manipur, the Third kind
of Buddhism which is known as
Vajrayana or more properly known
as the Tantric Buddhism which is
rather self-identified in its
nomenclature viz. Tantricism and on
the other hand the Buddhism
founded by Nagarjuna of South
India during the second century
A.D. which entered the Mahayana
is the second kind of Buddhism
thereby producing what we called
“The Tantric Buddhism” where it is
believed that there is existence of
God in contrast to the non-existence
of God in the Hinayana, the first
kind of Buddhism.
The supreme God of the Tantric
Buddhism is known as the AdiBuddha from whom all subsequent
Buddhas descended as He is the
origin of all matters and at the same
time the origin of the spiritualism.
Therefore, the theory of Adi-Buddha
satisfies the materialists and the
idealists as He evolves the Five
Dhyani Buddhas who represent the
primordial elements of the Universe.
Taking into consideration the books
written by Kanhailal Hazra (Delhi),
entitled “Adi-Buddha” a renounced
scholar of Kolkata University on the
religions of the South-East Asia and
Indian Buddhist Iconography by
B.Bhattacharja (Kolkata) gives the
description of the Dhyani Buddha
in connection with the other distinct
features of the Tantric Buddhism
along with the old manuscripts
written in archaic Meitei alphabets
which are tranquil in the
safekeeping of the Manipur State
Academy and State Archives.
Now coming to the point and to
simplify the matter in Manipur’s

context, it is believed that in 1470,
the king of Pong (of Myanmar),
CHAWPHAA KHEKKHOMBA presented
a statue (perhaps of Buddha)
besides other gifts, keeping it in a
silver cascade to KING KIYAAMBA
(1467-1508) of Manipur.
King Kiyaamba is said he was
neither a Buddhist nor a Hindu, but
a worshipper of Sanamahi by faith.
Therefore,
when
studied
comprehensibly, it indubitably
could mean that Sanamahi Laining
or the Pakhangba Laining could
have been none other than Tantric
Buddhism or the 3rd Buddhism
which King Kiyaamba was
worshipping.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning
that the first and the most ancient
Dhyani Buddha is Amitabha where
the predominantly interesting
occurrence known as the
Meditative has complete similarities
with The Sanamahi, God of the
Meitei (Manipuri) and the other
Dhyani Buddha. For example
Akshobhaya has complete
testimonial with the Pakhangba of
the Meiteis therefore from logical
point of view, it can rightfully be said
the worshipping of Sanamahi could
probably mean worshipping the
Buddha or the 3rd kind of
Buddhism.
(P.S. I am of the opinion that many
people would disagree with my
findings about the worshipping of
the Buddha which is still prevalent
in every household of Manipur
therefore/in case if any interested
person who wish to know more
about the subject better than I
would be obliged if you could spare
your precious time and meet my
Master Prof. Yumnam Mohindro
Singh of Yumnam Leikai Lairembi
Maning.
But then again, I am in deep pain to
know that it is going to take a pretty
long time for the people to
understand my message which I
have thoroughly studied. Moreover,
I also know that some people would
mull over me as paranoid
nonetheless if I happen to hurt the
sentiment of any people then
please do forgive me moreover I
think I have not mentioned
anything unscrupulous against or
about any religion.)
The writer is a lay Buddhist. He
can
be
reached
at
thangjamsanjoo42@gmail.com
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16th GST
Council
meeting
underway
New Delhi, June 11: The 16th GST
Council meeting has began in New
Delhi today. The meeting is likely to
review some of the rates on which
industry has expressed displeasure.
The council can also make
amendments to the draft rules. A
Finance Ministry release said, main
agenda items of the scheduled
meeting include confirmation of the
minutes of the previous meeting on
the 3rd of the last month.
Various industry associations have
sought a review of the
tax rates saying that the proposed
GST will be much higher than the
present level of taxation. The auto
industry has sought a review of the
GST rate on mid and large-sized
hybrid cars, proposed to be taxed
at 43 per cent in the new regime. The
current tax rate in this category is
30.3 per cent. Likewise, the telecom
and IT hardware firms too have
demanded amendments in the
proposed tax rates.
The GST Council has fitted all
goods and services taxable under it
in slabs of 5, 12, 18 and 28 per cent.
However, precious metals, gold
coins and imitation jewellery are
proposed in the 3 per cent tax slab
and rough diamond at 0.25 per cent.
The GST will be rolled out from 1st
of July.

Chandigarh student Sarvesh
Mehtani tops IIT-JEE (Advanced)
New Delhi, June 11: Sarvesh
Mehtani, a student from
Chandigarh, was declared the topper
in the highly competitive IIT-JEE
(Advanced) engineering test, the
results of which were announced
Sunday.
Pune’s Akshat Chugh was in
second position and Delhi’s Ananye
Agarwal was placed third in the
prestigious advanced entrance

exam to the Indian Institutes of
Technology.
Mehtani is from the IIT Roorkee
zone, Chugh is from the IIT Bombay
zone and Agarwal if from the IITDelhi zone.
Of those students placed in the top
100 ranks, 29 were from the IIT
Madras zone, 26 from the IIT Delhi
zone, 25 from the IIT Bombay zone
and six from the IIT Kanpur zone.

‘Hostel for Girls only’
PANTHOIBI HOUSE
Located at North Campus Delhi University
(Address:- New House No. 57 (62 New No.) Purani
Chopal, Dhaka Gaon, GTB Nagar Metro Station . Gate
No. 5, Delhi - 110009)

Facilities-
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- 24 hours Wi-Fi
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- only
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